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Latest News

Welcome

This is the 28th edition of TecNews, the newsletter from Verotec.
In this issue we feature our IMRAK1400 cabinet and discuss a customised application of
Verotec’s KM6-HD subrack.

April
signifies
the
beginning of a new year
Product Feature: IMRAK 1400
for Verotec.
The last 12 months have
seen us make some Since its introduction, the award-winning IMRAK 1400 cabinet range
significant investments has enjoyed considerable success in the international networking,
in
our
engineering
electronics & broadcasting markets.
capability that include
the
addition
of
a The widespread acceptance of IMRAK among installers and endmechanical
designer, users across the world lies in the inherent qualities of the enclosure
the
purchase
of platform; from its superior build quality to a vast array of accessories.
CAD
software
and
enhancements
to IMRAK is a particularly versatile 19” enclosure system, available in
our
manufacturing
widths of 600 & 800mm, depths of 600, 800 & 1000mm, and heights
facilities.
of
12U-47U. It is exceptionally rugged and strong, allowing its users
These are all part of
our ongoing strategy to to ship fully equipped enclosures overseas, and being bolted together
develop our TecServ+ lends itself to being disassembled in situations where access is difficult.
business;
providing
our customers with IMRAK 1400 boasts attractive styling, finished in pale and dusty grey
value added services
(RAL 7035/7037), making it equally suitable for office, equipment or
in enclosure design &
communications rooms. It is complimented by an extensive range of
manufacture, which
we plan to continue accessories including baying kits & trims, thermal management, cable
management, earth kits & power distribution, 19” panels & shelves and
doing through 2014.
Our newly published
2014 Product Handbook
is available now.

fixing hardware.

Recent Projects: Special KM6-HD Subracks
Verotec has recently completed the design and supply of a number of customised 6U/40HP
heavy-duty KM6-HD subrack assemblies.
Destined for the US Navy, the MIL-STD-167 compliant subracks were specified by, and sold to,
a leading US marine systems integrator to have VME64 Extensions backplanes and board sets
installed.
Although standard front and rear tiebar extrusions were used, the customer
opted to have metal card guides fitted (in place of plastic ones) for added
strength and rigidity.

To order your free copy
of the handbook, or for
more information on any
of our products, contact
Verotec’s sales team on
02380 246900 or e-mail:
sales@verotec.co.uk

This is a qualified upgrade path available
TecServ + service, thus reducing
through our TecServ+
design & engineering costs and time to
market. Also modified were the side plates
and overall finish, where Gold Chem Film
(Chromate Conversion) was used over the
standard Iridite NCP.
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